
Dear All, 
 
The point is I am not ready to give any interview that is politically 
motivated.  Until political parties - all and others - as listed below answer 

my single Question to them. That is   
 
  
 

 
 
Till then I will continue to put out what I want on my timetable through 
whichever channel I want and monitor all channels and newspapers to 
see if their reporting is balanced. It does not mean they have to toe my 
line. It means just one thing – TRUTH - that's what India and the world 
deserves to know. But if they want to toe the line of one political party or 
the other then I will continue to break new stories in various media - 
social networks et al.  



 
This is to the point. Factual. Backed up by documents all available on 
www.lalitmodi.com - uncut. Or follow my twitter feed @lalitkmodi  
 
When you all agree to air in full after extensive research I am happy to 
do unbiased interviews if and only if the entire question and answer 
session is live and uncut post my above Question asked by media to 
concerned people is answered. That's the Question India wants to 
know. Please watch if you have not.  
 
http://m.indiatoday.in//video/lalit-modi-targets-srinivasan-bcci-ipl-scam-
mudgal-committee/1/447787.html 
 

 
 
 
Another factual story  
 
http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-is-lalit-modi-india-s-julian-
assange-2098951 
 
The Question is why is media not asking one and all just to answer 1 
Question as above. Because everyone knows I kept 100 % data emails. 
All my meetings were 100 recorded in audiovisual mode. They were 



done for one reason and one reason only to ensure no one accuses me 
in future it's my word against their word. They are privileged and 
confidential. They will remain so. But if someone was to continue to 
accuse me then that person should realize I would send you a warning. 
Give you chance to retract. If one still does not do it then what choice do 
I have but to expose. Otherwise it's my word against there. And as I 
have been painted as a "F-------" - so fear not I will always put truth 
before all.  
 
Good example is Rahul Mehra a lawyer, a cricket enthusiast, a Times 
Now critical Panelist against corruption. Goes onto become AAP party 

spokesman. See what I was forced to produce  � 



 
 
I have marked this email to all news media owners as an appeal  -
Please ask your editors to do the right thing by pushing All to Answer 
my only 1 Question. Post I will answer all your Questions.  
 
 



 
 
 
Srinivasan Jain I promised you first interview. But that was based on my 
tell all - as I did with Rajdeep. Yes, you will be first. But on my terms. 
Not yours. You don't dictate agenda to me. You had five years to do 
that. But????   

  
 



 
Now it’s my turn. So let me set the agenda my way. The story keeps 
changing. I will continue to make this story move the way I want to. As 
long as truth is not there you see the story move the way I want. That's 
what I am good at.  
 
Hope you all are on as responsible media owners will do the right thing 
and make sure your people also do the right thing. I intend to make this 
public.  
 
Lastly all of you media tycoons have known me, my family and who we 
are and what we did or what we do. Best your anchors are told to 
search for the truth, as I am not accustomed to blackmail etc.  
 
I am after all the Eldest Grandson of no one other than Rai Bahadur 
Gujarmal Modi - who if one cares to find out and research left his home 
at age of 16 as he would not succumb to Royal Pressure and went to 
build the Great Modi Empire as we see it today.  
 

 
 
 



 
TIME IS NOW FOR YOU ALL TO DO THE RIGHT THING - AS YOU 
OWE THIS TO YOUR VIEWERS WHO RELY ON YOUR NEWS. IF 
YOU REALLY WANT TO FIGHT THE ROOT CAUSE GO FOR TRUTH. 
HOW MANY OF YOU PERSONALLY HAVE NOT ASKED OR DONE 
ANY FAVORS FOR ANY POLITICIAN IN YOUR LIFE. ANSWER IS - 
ALL OF YOU HAVE. BUT THAT IS FINE. AS IN LIFE WE WOULD 
NOT BE ANYWHERE IF WE DID NOT DO OR ASK FOR FAVOR. 
THAT IS LIFE FOR EVERY LIVING INDIVIDUAL.  SO GO FOR the 
TRUTH. RATHER THAN SETTLING SCORES. JAI HIND  

 
 
Much Love  
 
Lalit  
Please note: In certain cases I do not have readily handy the email of a 
particular owner so marked to relative of owner only to be passed to the 
owner  

	  


